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Abstract

The purpose of this conceptual paper is to develop the education supply chain framework by integrating the supply chain coordination dimensions that are information sharing, commitment, joint decision making and responsiveness. A qualitative framework analysis methodology proposed by Srivastava and Thomson (2009) will be performed by interviewing seven groups of supply chain actors (schools/polytechnics, university, employers, government, professional bodies, current students and alumni) until data saturation is reached to understand the participants’ experiences about supply chain coordination. The interview data will be analysed by using thematic analysis and emerging themes will help to explain the education supply chain framework from supply chain coordination perspectives. In education supply chain context, this is the first attempt to embed the selected supply chain coordination dimensions in the existing framework. Education supply chain actors could benefit from this framework by performing better coordination to reduce the education-job mismatch.
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INTRODUCTION

Education system has been developed in countries around the world to produce human capital for the labour market. It provides learning opportunities for children and adults to develop cognitive abilities, practical skills and expected behaviour so they can contribute to the society. For that reason, formal learning starts from early childhood and continues to elementary and secondary school level until higher education.

However, what considered being important cognitive and skill competencies in the education system has changed over time to align with the need of the industries. Lending support to that statement, previous studies reported overeducated and over skilled of graduates which created a mismatch between education and skill with employment requirement. A review study which examined about horizontal mismatch, a condition where employees’ field degree is poorly matched with the job requirements, found that horizontal mismatch incident rates ranged between 21 to 46 percent across different studies conducted worldwide (Somers, Cabus, Groot, & van den Brink, 2019).

In European countries particularly, around 15 to 35 percent of the employees experienced vertical mismatch where they were over- or undereducated for their current jobs while 20 to 50 percent were employed for the jobs that do not fit the usual field of qualifications (Morgado, Sequeira, Santos, Ferreira-Lopes, & Reis, 2016). Similar evidence were found in Poland where many of the educated employees were hired for positions
requiring less qualifications (Bebel, Piotrowska, & Kosny, 2018). In addition, a study conducted in India confirmed that 1 in 4 employees perceived that they were overqualified for their jobs and 1 in 8 employees thought that they were underqualified (Patil & Patil, 2019). Further evidence showed that the right match was more likely to occur among people without tertiary education (Karymshakov, 2019).

The effect of education-job mismatch in terms of the pay did not further help to lessen the magnitude of this issue. It was found that overeducated employees whose working in different field of their studies did not receive additional payoff to years of surplus education (Pecoraro, 2016). A study in Thailand revealed that employees facing education-job mismatches had lower monthly incomes compared to other who did not (Pholphirul, 2017). Male and overeducated employees earned lower wages than the well matched (Karymshakov, 2019). Moreover, in a short term, graduates with horizontal, vertical or mere mismatch experienced 21 percent higher probability of being in a part-time work (Li, Harris, & Sloane, 2018). In a long run, education-job mismatch will increase brain drain where certain countries attract highly talented people through emigration and leave other countries without any talent or skills for their growth (Pride & Tatenda, 2017; Ullah, 2019).

The answer to this problem lies within the linkage between the education system and the institutional (Somers, et al., 2019). In the case of migrants, migrant network had been found to be an effective measure to combat negative vertical mismatch although it did not make any significant difference for horizontal mismatch (Chort, 2017). Failure in meeting market demands, which rooted from unanticipated challenges arising from intra-regional labour flows and disruption technology among others, demanded an education system overhaul (Ullah, 2019). In response to that suggestion, this research attempts to develop an effective education supply chain by integrating the supply chain coordination concept.

**Education Supply Chain**

The development of an academic program depends on a number of factors. According to Gillespie and Bampasidou (2018), these factors could be categorized into two namely internal and external factors. Internal factors which influence academic program development include (1) desired attributes for college students, (2) observed student strengths and weaknesses, (3) evaluation of peer programs, and (4) student input. Meanwhile, (1) employer feedback, (2) regional employment opportunities, and (3) alumni perceptions were considered as the external factors determining the development of an academic program. Bolgova, Grodskaya and Kurnikova (2020) proposed further extension to the factors influencing the development of academic program by introducing the role of the government in setting strategic direction which led to changes in labour market requirement.

In line with the previous studies mentioned above, the most important shaper of an academic program is the state’s board of higher education or the government (Al Wahshi, 2016; Dee & Heineman, 2016). The state’s board approve or disapprove a new degree program depending on whether the program achieves the quality standards, the offering institutions own sufficient educational resources to deliver the program and whether the program has promising labour market projections for the graduates. In professional fields such as accountancy, professional bodies and accreditation association further affect the curriculum standards (Dee & Heineman, 2016). Students undergoing an academic program may also propose other areas in their studies that they wish to acquire more training and preparation (Dee & Heineman, 2016). Whereas, by joining the advisory board, employers
become the source of academic program development who supply critical information regarding emerging trends in the field (Dee & Heineman, 2016). Besides, the feedbacks from the alumni (Dee & Heineman, 2016) supported by job ads data (Lopatovska & Baribeau, 2017) could be used as an evaluation to improvise an academic program. Finally, observation of other academic institutions would identify underserve academic programs which could be an attractive opportunities for a new academic program development (Dee & Heineman, 2016).

Based on these factors, the development of academic program could be applied to the supply chain concept. Supply chain management could be defined as the flow of services and information to transform raw materials into finished products. Srivastava and Pandey (2013) proposed a higher education supply chain which comprised of three levels; family, school/polytechnic, universities and employers as depicted in Figure 1. Family and school/polytechnic refer to the supplier, while university and employers represent the manufacturer and customers respectively. This framework bolstered the work of Habib and Junghirapanich (2008) and Pathik, Habib and Chowdhury (2012) about simplified form of supply chain for the university. According to Figure 1, higher education supply chain links actors of the supply chain through the accumulation of knowledge and skills of an individual from the family, schools/polytechnics until university. In this framework, individuals were considered as raw materials that were transformed into finished good called graduates to fulfil the labour market. Despite that, this framework did not explicitly exhibit the coordination between supply chain actors which could contribute to reduce the education-job mismatch.

![Figure 1: Higher education supply chain](source: Pathik, Habib and Chowdhury (2012))

**Supply Chain Coordination**

Supply chain coordination is harmonized actions between organizations in a supply chain which aims to reduce waste and increase value creation (Balcázar-Camacho, López-Bello, & Adarne-Jaimes, 2016). The importance of effective coordination is to reduce the information and “plug and play” misalignment (Piplani, 2005). Information misalignment happens when information necessary to support decision-making processes is not readily available, not usable or incorrect (Piplani, 2005). For example, some supply chain actors limited risk-related information sharing with the other supply chain actors and resulted in the lack of preparation against risks (Hudin, Hamid, & Chin, 2015). On the other hands, “plug and play” misalignment occurred because of the dynamic and rapid changes of customers’ preferences and technology (Hudin, Hamid, Chin, & Habidin, 2017; Piplani, 2005) which could be solved
This research argues that poor academic problem development is rooted from the lack of coordination among education supply chain actors especially when critical information such as the number of graduates needed, when they are needed and changes in the competencies needed are not discussed or shared, resulting in unnecessary programs.

Past studies explained several dimensions to measure supply chain coordination. Among the dimensions are information sharing (Lehoux, D’Amours, & Langevin, 2014; Lotfi, Mukhtar, Sahran, & Zadeh, 2013; Rajesh K Singh, 2011), commitment (Dubey, Altay, & Blome, 2017; Rajesh K Singh, 2011), decision making (Lemma, Singh, & Kaur, 2015; Rajesh K Singh, 2011), and responsiveness (Rajesh K Singh, 2011; Rajesh Kumar Singh, Kumar, & Chand, 2019). In this study, these dimensions are embedded into the education supply chain framework to explore value-creation opportunities to reduce the adverse effects of education-job mismatch. The next section describes the conceptual framework of this study.

**Conceptual Framework**

![Conceptual Framework Diagram](image)

Figure 2: Education supply chain framework through supply chain coordination

Figure 2 illustrates the development of education supply chain through supply chain coordination. It shows the traditional link between education supply chain actors (schools/polytechnics, university and employers) and how supply chain coordination could be embedded within the relationships across all actors in terms of information sharing, commitment, joint decision making and responsiveness to better understand the labour market needs. This framework is parallel with the coordination theory which outlines the importance of exchanging information among actors who have to make interdependent decisions which eventually contribute to the same ultimate goal (Malone & Crowston, 1990, 1994). The coordination theory contains four processes underlying coordination; (1)
coordination, (2) group decision-making, (3) communication, and (4) perception of common object.

A coordination, which is setting a common goal and synchronizing activities between actors, can be achieved by an effective group decision making. Group decision making involves identifying alternatives, weighing pros and cons of each alternative and making choices together through consensus or voting so that all actors are considered in making an interdependent decision. To reach an effective group decision making, a good communication that comprised of establishing common languages and messages understood by all actors is necessary. This communication depends on the ability of actors to perceive common objects especially information, in the case of education supply chain.

The dependency of universities towards other actors in the supply chain for critical information in academic program development has yet been studied. Education-job mismatch has been traditionally being investigated from economics point of view but exploration from business angel is still scant. To authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to embed the supply chain coordination into education supply chain, therefore a qualitative approach will be employed to explore how actors in the education system and the labour market coordinate to ensure that only relevant and appropriate education and skills are created to minimize the education and labour mismatch. The detail of the methodology will be explained in the subsequent section.

METHODS

The present study uses qualitative methodology to achieve the research objective. Data will be collected through interviews with academic program developers in schools and universities, employers, the department of human resource planning (government), professional bodies, final year university students, and university alumni. These research samples will be selected through purposive sampling technique based on predetermined criteria for each group of samples. Unlike a quantitative study, a qualitative study involves smaller sample, thus selecting knowledgeable, experienced, committed and most relevant unit of analysis is crucial. For that reason, the scope of the study will be narrowed down to participants involved in most poorly matched education-job program. To identify such program, information from exit survey conducted by universities on graduates upon convocation will be utilized. The interview protocol will contain five main sections as shown in Table 1 below. The interview protocol will be validated by three experts from the academic field and two experts from the industry. The data collection will be ended when saturation is reached. The data will be analysed based on framework analysis.

The research will employ framework analysis proposed by Srivastava and Thomson (2009) which consists of five steps; familiarization; identifying a thematic framework; indexing; charting; and mapping and interpretation. At the first step, familiarization, the researchers will immerse themselves in the data to get awareness of the major ideas and recurrent themes. Meanwhile, at the second step, researchers will identify a thematic framework based on priori issues and emerging themes from the data. Next, the researchers will identify and index interview excerpts correspond to a particular theme being identified in the third step. The fourth step, charting, requires the researchers to arrange the index of interview excerpts gathered in step 3 in a chart of themes. Finally, the researchers will map and interpret the themes arranged in the chart as a reflective of the participants’ experiences.
beliefs and perceptions. It will explain the participants’ experiences about education supply chain coordination in a meaningful way.

**Table 1: Sections in the interview protocol**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Supply Chain Coordination Dimensions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>General description of the participants’ role/responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Information sharing</td>
<td>Information sharing support technology, information content, information quality (Zhou &amp; Benton Jr, 2007).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>The willingness of a party to maintain a relationship through the investment of financial, physical, or relationship-based resources (Huo, Zhang, &amp; Zhao, 2015).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Joint decision making</td>
<td>Two or more actors come to an agreement to make a common decisions (Simatupang, Victoria Sandroto, &amp; Hari Lubis, 2004) in order to avoid conflict resulting from independent decision making (Handayati, Simatupang, &amp; Perdana, 2015).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>Speed of reaction to market requirement (Rajesh Kumar Singh, et al., 2019).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSION**

This conceptual paper aims to propose an education supply chain framework by integrating supply chain coordination concept. Based on education supply chain framework developed by Pathik, Habib and Chowdhury (2012) and supply chain coordination dimensions (information sharing, commitment, joint decision making and responsiveness), a qualitative methodology will be conducted to explore the extent of education supply chain actors’ experiences in coordinating their activities to reach a common goal. This proposed education supply chain framework is a first attempt in integrating supply chain coordination context to help resolve education-job mismatch. The implication of this study is the extension of education supply chain framework in the supply chain management discipline. In practical, this framework offers an innovative solution towards coordination problems between universities and employers particularly in the development of new academic program which currently causing education-job mismatch. For future research, the role of supply chain leadership should be included in this framework to ensure the high performance of education supply chain. Moreover, a quantitative study should be conducted to measure the effectiveness of the proposed education supply chain framework.
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